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the tinikling is considered by many to be the philippines national dance. the dances movements imitate the movement of the tikling bird as it walks around through tall grass and between tree branches. people
perform the dance using bamboo poles. the dance is composed of three basic steps which include singles, doubles and hops. it looks similar to playing jump rope, except that the dancers perform the steps
around and between the bamboo poles, and the dance becomes faster until someone makes a mistake and the next set of dancers takes a turn. the singkil is a dance traditionally performed by single women to
attract the attention of potential suitors. dancers perform a series of graceful movements as they step in and out from between bamboo poles which are rhythmically clapped together. fans and scarves are
often used to enhance the dancers movements. the kuratsa is described as a dance of courtship and is often performed at weddings and other social occasions. the dance has three parts. the couple first
performs a waltz. in the second part, the music sets a faster pace as the man pursues the woman around the dance floor in a chase. to finish, the music becomes even faster as the man wins over the woman
with his mating dance. the philippines enjoys a rich cultural heritage which includes a diverse collection of traditional dances. from the well-known national dance the tinikling, which pays homage to the
movements of a much-loved bird, to dances that reflect elements of daily philippine life, these folk dances all offer a glimpse into the history of the country.

Step Of Bulaklakan Folk Dance

another dance to enjoy is the kuratsa. it is also called the dance of courtship. the dance has three parts. the couple first performs a waltz. in the second part, the music sets a faster pace as the man pursues the
woman around the dance floor in a chase. to finish, the music becomes even faster as the man wins over the woman with his mating dance. the man and the woman each hold a garland of leaves and flowers

attached to a wire, bamboo or rattan so that the garland will arch when held overhead and will gently sway these arcs of garlands to gracefully give honor to virgin mary. it is also believed that the name
bulakalakan was derived from a town in the northern philippines called bulacan due to the natural floral growth in that area and where this floral dance is performed for social gathering and relaxation after the

locales hard days work. the binarong is a peasant dance that was popular in the provinces of pangasinan and bataan during the spanish colonial period. traditional binarong is a traditional dance of war
prisoners that can be performed individually or by groups. the dance is performed with six to eight players and are generally performed with a bongos and a guitar. the pair begin to gyrate with outstretched

arms, but their movements become more flamboyant as the dance progresses. the dancers perform a figure with their arms in the air while spinning. their partner dances the same dance in a counter-
movement. the dancing is performed to music that is accompanied by war drums. the dance is often performed as part of festivities commemorating spanish conquistadores and battles. 5ec8ef588b
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